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Pharmacokinetics:
A Look at Different Approaches

Since its advent in the early twentieth century, pharmacokinetics has diverged into three major

philosophical approaches: physiological modeling, compartmental modeling, and model-independent

pharmacokinetics. This paper briefly looks at the similarities and differences in these three approaches

with special concentration on model-independent pharmacokinetics. This approach is also referred to

in pharmacokinetics literature as non-compartmental modeling. While there is a distinct difference

between physiological and compartmental modeling, the distinction between the compartmental and

model-independent approaches is not as clear. Neither the term 'model-independent' or 'non-

compartmental' accurately describes this approach. The literature usually states that the model-

independent approaches work if the system exhibits linear pharmacokinetics with elimination only from

the central compartment. Often an assumption is made that there is only one compartment.

Clearance is often referred to as a model-independent parameter. This parameter was

calculated separately for one-, two-, and three-compartll"lental mammillary models with linear elimination

from each of the compartments and with linear elimination occurring from a combination of

compartments. Clearance was also calculated for a one-compartment model with non-linear elimination.

The results show that clearance dependents on where elimination occurs implying that model

independent methods do in fact depend on a model.
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1. Introduction. Pharmacokinetics is the study of the rate of change of drug concentration in the various

organs of the body through drug absorption, distribution, and elimination following various types of

administration. The concepts of pharmacokinetics are used at all stages of drug discovery, development,

and therapy. For example, all new drug submissions to regulatory agencies must now include

pharmacokinetic information. Also, pharmacokinetic principles are being used routinely in the design and

optimization of drug formulations and dosage regimens. [Welling, pA]

Medical research fields now have sensitive, accurate, and precise methods for the direct

measurement of drugs in biological samples, such as plasma and urine, and the pharmacokineticist is

able to use these measurements of drug concentrations to describe more accurately the bioavailability

differences among drugs and drug products. Having accurate drug concentrations is a significant part

of therapeutic decisions. The intensity of the pharmacologic or toxic effect of many drugs can be related

to the concentration of the drug at the receptor sites, usually located in the tissue cells. Many tissue cells

are richly perfused with tissue fluids or plasma and by checking the level of the drug in the plasma one

can often monitor the course of therapY'[Shargel_Yu, p.25]

However, one should be aware that, for some drugs, the drug concentration in different tissues

and in specific organs of the body is often quite different from the drug concentration in plasma. Using

plasma drug concentrations to determine dosage should only be used when the clinical response one

is concerned with has a good correlation with the plasma drug concentration, and when, in a situation

w~ere explicit concern about toxicity and tissue drug levels is not necessary, the drug has a high

therapeutic index'[Chen_Gross, Cancer Chemotherapy & Pharm (1979)] In cancer treatment the concentration of

drug in both healthy and diseased tissues must be known accurately to minimize healthy tissue damage

while maximizing the amount of diseased tissue killed. If drug concentration at the organs of the body

is quite different from the levels that occur in the plasma, as is often the case, monitoring the plasma drug

levels is not an adequate technique for monitoring dosage.[Chen-Gross,(19791]

Clinically, individual variations in the pharmacokinetics of many drugs are quite common.

Monitoring the concentration of many drugs in the blood or plasma helps ascertain whether or not the
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calculated dose actually delivers the plasma drug level required for therapeutic effect and allows for the

adjustment of the drug dosage in order to individualize and optimize therapeutic drug regimens. As noted

in the previous paragraph this is not true for most cancer treatmentS. +f:tt&.ig- Receptor sensitivity in
'.

individuals varies and monitoring the plasma drug level helps the physician determine if the difference

between two patients is due to the difference in drug concentration or hypersensitivity of the

receptor.[Shargel-Yu, p.30]

Moreover, the patient's physiologic functions may be affected by disease, nutrition, environment,

concurrent drug therapy and other factors. In the presence of alteration in physiologic functions due to

disease, monitoring plasma drug concentration may provide a guide to the progress of the diseased state

and enable the investigator to modify the drug dosage accordingly. However, there are exceptions to this

when the condition of the patient has a significant part in how well the drug in the blood stream gets to

receptor sites. This has been noted with regard to cancer treatment. Of course, therapeutic decisions

should not be based solely on plasma drug concentration. Sound medical judgement and observation

are most importanqshargel-Yu, p.2B]

The information provided by pharmacokinetics allows more accurate interpretation of the

relationship between plasma drug levels and pharmacologic response. Without pharmacokinetic

information, plasma drug levels are relatively useless in dosage adjustment. For example, suppose a

single blood sample from a patient was found to contain 1a ~g/ml of a drug. According to available

literature, the maximum safe concentration of this drug is 15 ~g/ml. Should the patient receive more of

the drug? In order to apply this information properly and answer the question, it is important to know

when the blood sample was drawn, what dose of drug was given, and the route of administration. If the

proper information is available the use of pharmacokinetic equations may describe the blood or plasma

drug level-time curve accurately and help the investigator make the correct decision.[Shargel-Yu, p.2B]

2. Three Approaches to Pharmacokinetics. Pharmacokinetics has tended to diverge into three major

philosophical approaches: physiological modeling, compartmental modeling, and model-independent
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pharmacokinetics. Various mathematical models can be devised to simulate the rate processes of drug

absorption, distribution, and elimination. These mathematical models consist of equations that purport

to describe drug concentration in the various organs of the body as a function of time. [Welling, pAl

2.1 Physiological Modeling. In the physiological approach, the body is divided into compartments based

on true anatomical regions or volumes such as blood, heart, liver, and central nervous system. The time

course of drug or metabolic levels in the various ·physiological· organs or compartments is calculated on

the basis of blood flow rate through each particular region, diffusion of drug between blood and tissue,

and the relative affinity of drug for blood and the various tissues and organs. Physiological models are

also known as blood flow or perfusion models. Pharmacokinetic parameters in physiological models are

realistic because they are based on observed or predicted physiological values. Physiological model

results are mostly concerned with organ concentration of the drug. These models allow insight into

specific organ elimination mechanisms.[Welling,p.241-242] Drug concentrations in the various organs and

tissues are predicted by organ size, blood flow, and experimentally determined drug tissue-blood ratios

(Le., partition of drug between tissue and blood).[Shargel-Yu, p.32]. However, blood flow, tissue size, and

the drug tissue-blood ratio may vary due to certain pathophysiologic conditions. The effect of these

variations on drug distribution may be taken into account in physiologic models.[Shargel-Yu. p.32]

The development of a detailed physiological. model for a drug ·in h!Jmans is a very difficult

proposition. According to Welling, the associated mathematics can become ·complex and

unwieldy."[Welling, pAl A vast amount and array of data is needed to validate the model: blood flow rates,

organ volume, venous and arterial plasma drug concentration for the organ of interest, and tissue drug

concentration data This is difficult in animals and virtually impossible in humans because large numbers

of tissue samples are required at different time intervals after dosage. Even when tissue samples are

obtained it is difficult to get ones that are free of blood.[Welling, p.242] Limited tissue-to-blood partition

coefficient data for certain drugs in humans are available from studies conducted during surgery, or on

necropsy, but the reliability of these data as well as their applicability to general populations are suspect.

More often in vitro studies or animal studies are relied on. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.375]
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In vitro systems which have included enzyme preparations, cell extracts such as microsomes, cell

suspensions, tissue slices, and isolated organs have been used to obtain metabolic information on drugs.

It is sometimes, but not always, possible to use this metabolic information to predict the behavior of

certain drugs in many mammalian species including humans. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.378] In vitro data cannot

always be readily extrapolated to in vivo conditions.

Animal studies are a substantial source of data. Time dependent concentration data can be

obtained from laboratory animals sacrificed at predetermined intervals following an injection of a drug.

[Gerlowski. J Pharm Sci(1983)] This, of course, cannot be done to obtain human data. Bischoff writes, 'There

are many similarities in the anatomy and physiology of mammalian species and a general belief in that

similarity has been the cornerstone of most biomedical research.'[Bischoff. Bull of Math Biol.(1986)] The

pharmacokinetic parameters of an equation determined for one species are used to determine the

parameters of another species. This is referred to in literature as 'scaling'.

Interspecies scaling in pharmacokinetics was first employed by Bischoff and Dedrick, who

successfully predicted thiopental disposition curve in humans based in part on data scaled from dogs,

rabbits, and cattle. In a general sense, this type of scaling may be viewed as any operation that produces

an orderly pharmacokinetic pattern among species. [Boxenbaum, Drug Metabolism Rev.(1984)] Many physiological

parameters, such as tissue volume, are scalable from species to specie~ by a proportionality constant

times body weight to some power.[Gerlowski. J Pharm Sci(1983)] This relationship is expressed in the form

y= ~xa, where y and x are interspecies ratios, a. is the allometric exponent, and ~ is the allometric

coefficient. (a. and ~ are dimensionless.) This equation is referred to as the allometric equation.

(Allometry is the study of size and it consequences.) In 1980 Boxenbaum used the allometric equation

to characterize interspecies ratios of liver weight and hepatic blood flow.[Boxenbaum, Drug Metabolism Rev.(1983)]

In Bischoff and Dedrick, some of the remarks are to the effect that a parameter value can go up with body

weight, or can go down with body weight, without putting quantitative description on it. When they do

put a quantitative description on the parameter they use the allometric equation. Currently a lot of work

is going on with allometric animal scaling[colburn, J elin Pharma(1988l] .
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While physiological models, with scaling, can sometimes be applied to several species, animal

data cannot always be readily scaled to humans and in some cases it cannot be done at all. Major

qualitative differences, such as the absence of a gall bladder, are the exception. [Bischoff, Bull of Math

Bio.(1986)] Scaling is not possible with compartmental models since the parameters obtained in

compartmental models often have no real anatomic or physiologic meaning. For instance, the volume

of distribution for the drug in a compartmental model is actually an apparent volume of distribution, a

mathematical concept that does not relate simply to real blood volume and real blood flow.

To date numerous drugs (including digoxin and lidocaine) have been described with physiological

models. The number of tissue compartments in a perfusion model varies with the drug. Typically, the

tissues or organs that have no drug penetration are excluded from consideration. Thus, such organs as

the brain, the bones, and other parts of the central nervous system are often excluded, since most drugs

have little penetration into these organs. [Shargel-Yu, p.33] The physiological approach has been used

extensively for anticancer compounds and agents where drug or metabolite location at a particular tissue

or organ is important.[Welling, p.253) A typical physiological model is in Figure 1.[Welling, p.246)

With the exception of cancer chemotherapy, physiological modeling has not seen widespread use

in the clinical setting.[Colburn, J Clin Pharma(1988)] Still, it is a useful tool of pharmacokinetics and should be

mentioned when discussing approaches to pharmacokinetic modeling. The primary focus of this paper,

however, will be on the compartmental and model-independent approaches to pharmacokinetic modeling.
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2.2 Compartmental Modeling. In the compartmental modeling approach, the body is represented by a

series, or system, of compartments that communicate reversibly with each other. A compartment, and

its associated volume, is not necessarily a real physiologic or anatomic region but, in some cases, is

thought of as a tissue or group of tissues which have similar blood flow and drug affinity. Within each

compartment the drug is considered to be uniformly distributed. Mixing of the drug within a compartment

is assumed to be rapid and the compartments are considered to be 'well stirred'; so that the drug

concentration represents an average concentration and each drug molecule has an equal probability of

leaVing the compartment. Conceptually, drugs move dynamically in and out of these compartments. Rate

constants are used to represent the overall rates of drug entry into or exit from a compartment.[shargel-Yu,

p.30] These models are species- and drug-dependent in the sense that the number of compartments and

tissues is dependent on the distribution, elimination, and protein-binding characteristics of a drug'(Chen_

Gross(1979)]

The simplest compartmental model is a one-compartment model. When a one-compartment

model is used, the drug is usually thought to distribute, or equilibrate, instantly between the blood and

all other body tissues and fluids. Of course, since there has to be some elapsed time for the blood to

get to a tissue or organ via the circulatory system, this is not instantaneous in the true sense of the word.

Describing a one-compartment model does not mean that the drug is confined to the circulatory system.

That would be a very rare case. The drug may occupy the entire extracellular fluid, all of a similar type

of tissue or the entire body; however, distribution occurs quickly and is not confined in a specific area.

With the one-compartment linear model, we assume that any changes that occur in plasma levels

of a drug reflect proportional changes in tissue drug levels. It is clear that in general the concentration

in the plasma will not equal the concentration in the tissues. Gibaldi and Perrier try to save the one

compartment model with the following argument: 'In other words, if we see a 20% decrease in drug

concentration in the plasma over a period of time, it is assumed that drug concentration in the kidney,

the liver, the cerebrospinal fluid, and all other fluids and tissues also decreases by 20% during this same

time. '(Gibaldi-Perrier, p.1]
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With multi-compartment models, the drug, when it enters the body, does not distribute instantly

between the blood fluids and certain tissues, but distributes to these tissues at different rates (usually

slower). The circulatory system and all body fluids and tissues which are in equilibrium with it, usually

are said to comprise the central compartment of a multi-compartmental model. This compartment is

accessible through blood sampling, Those body fluids or tissues which have slower distributions

comprise the peripheral compartments and these compartments are not easily accessible by blood

sampling. Thus, experimental blood sample data cannot say to which tissues the drug was slowly

distributing. Wagner in his book gives an example of a multi-compartment model where the central

compartment was assumed to be whole blood and plasma and one of the peripheral compartments was

assumed to be the "hepatoportal system containing the liver", [Wagner, p.11?] However, one cannot be

specific about compartments,

Often the time-dependent concentration of drug in blood or plasma can be described by a one

compartment or two-compartment model, but sometimes it is necessary to employ more compartments

to accurately describe the data. How does one decide on the number of compartments needed for a

model? We have easy access to two types of body fluid: blood (serum or plasma) and urine, with blood

the easiest.

Experimental data showing the level of drug in the blood (or plasma) for a given time can be

graphed and fitted to equations. A look at these curves and/or their semi-logarithmic graphs lets one

observe the decline of unchanged drug in the fluid. When the portion of the curve indicating a decline

in drug level can be divided into different straight line segments more than one compartment is

indicated, [Ritschel, p.200] In other words, multi-compartment models are needed to explain data which yields

a log plasma drug level versus time curve which, after a bolus IV injection, does not decline linearly as

a first-order rate process. [Shargel-Yu, p.5?]

When plasma drug concentrations are very low and difficult to measure, urinary excretion data

can be used to examine drug pharmacokinetics. One method is to use the semi-log plot of the urinary

drug excretion rate versus time to observe the decline of the drug in the urine. Urinary excretion rates
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are determined by collecting all urine for a fixed period of time, determining the concentration of

unchanged drug in the urine, determining the amount of drug excreted (multiply the drug concentration

by the volume of urine collected), and then dividing the amount excreted by the collection time. These

are not instantaneous rates but average rates over a finite time. Often the average urinary excretion rate

closely follows the instantaneous excretion rate at the midpoint of the urine collection period. [Gibaldi-Perrier,

pp.6-9] So, if one plots the log excretion rate versus the midpoint sampling time, the curve obtained can

be treated like the approximative plasma drug level-time curve for obtaining an overall elimination

rate. [Ritschel, p.292] The validity of this approximation depends on the collection period relative to the half

life of the drug.

The compartmental "model" is actually the set of equations which try to describe what is going

on. The movement of drugs into and out of compartments are described by differential equations. In

setting up the equations, three things must be taken into account - how the drug enters the body, what

happens while the drug is in the body, and how the drug leaves the body. Variables in the equations

usually represent the concentration of the drug or metabolite in a given compartment and rate constants

describe the rate of drug input into the system, the rate of drug transport from one compartment to the

other, and the elimination rates of the drug.

The drug may enter the body by intravascular means, such as bolus injection or infusion, or by

extravascular means. Extravascular methods include intramuscular injections, topical applications, oral

dosing, and rectal administration of the drug. A drug taken extravascularly enters other tissues and is

generally absorbed into the blood stream. A drug taken intravascularly by bolus injection is thought to

be in the blood stream instantaneously. A drug given by infusion enters the blood stream directly (no
- .

absorption) but over a longer period of time. Each method of administration affects the differential

. • equation used to describe the model. Different classes of models may be needed too for different types

of input even when the same drug is being used. For example, the drug concentration-time curve

obtained after a drug is administered orally may best fit a two-compartment model while if that same drug

is given by bolus injection the drug concentration-time curve can be fit to a simple one-compartment
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model. [Ritschel, p.200] A drug administered orally does not get to the blood stream immediately but must

be absorbed into the blood stream via the digestive system.

Once the drug is in the blood stream it must get to the necessary tissues in order to have an

effect. Drugs are not usually specific to a particular tissue and will reach a number of tissues and organs.

This process of the drug reaching or penetrating the tissues is referred to as the 'distribution' of the drug.

The distribution is affected by a number of factors. One factor is the volume of body fluid available to

dissolve the amount of drug found in the blood [Wagner, p.22l Another factor is the drug's ability to bind

to certain tissues. Some drugs are bound avidly to certain tissues and are absorbed on the surface of

their cells while others have negligible affinity for certain tissues [Wagner, p.28l The drug's ability to bind

to plasma proteins is another important factor in drug distribution. Some drugs bind readily to plasma

proteins, others do not [Wagner, p.24l The cyclic behavior of some drugs also influences distribution. For

example, some drugs, but not all, are secreted into parotid and submaxillary fluids and ultimately appear

in saliva. The saliva is then swallowed, and the drug is reabsorbed in the gastro-intestinal tract, thus the

drug reaches circulation again, and can again be excreted into the gland fluids. This constitutes a cycle

and it contributes to the drug staying in the body longer. The amount of drug involved in this cycle is

relatively small. [Wagner, p.34] A fifth factor affecting distribution is membrane transport. The rate of passage

of the drug and the amount transferred depends on the partition coefficient of drug between membrane

and free drug in the plasma water. [Wagner, p.29]

Finally, the method of elimination of a drug must also be taken into account. The removal of drug

from the body consists in renal or biliary excretion of unchanged drug or is effected by metabolism of the

drug. This is greatly influenced by the distribution processes of the drug. The two most important organs

of elimination are the liver and the kidney; however, there are other routes of elimination such as the lungs

and respiratory system and the skin. [Wagner, pp.21-34]

2.2.1 Linear Compartmental Models. Gibaldi and Perrier write that "at therapeutic or nontoxic plasma

concentration, the pharmacokinetics of most drugs can be adequately described by first order or linear
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processes· [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.271] and that "the elimination of most drugs in humans and animals following

therapeutic doses is an apparent first-order process· [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.21t however, many elimination

processes are nonlinear. A linear process means that at any given time the rate of elimination from the

body is proportional to the amount of drug in the body at that time. Compartmental models are classified

as linear if all processes (input. distribution, and elimination) are linear or first-order.

As previously mentioned, models are influenced by the internal action or distribution of the drug

and by how the drug is administered. With the linear models examined here, it will be assumed that the

overall internal action is linear. The elimination processes are not likely to be true first-order processes

as is noted at the end of this section, Section 2.2.1.

The linear model is generally defined as the ordinary differential equation,

x'(~ = K x(~ (1)

In the equation, the components of the vector x are the amounts of drug in the blood or plasma of the

defined compartments and K is a matrix of transfer rate coefficients. In the case of the one-compartment

model. there is no vector x, but only a scalar x; the constant K is then considered the first-order

elimination rate constant characterizing the overall elimination of a drug and. usually, it is equal to the sum

of two or more rate constants characterizing the individual elimination processes (ie. rate constants for

renal and biliary excretion and biotransformation). [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.2; Welling, p.140] Elimination of a drug by

any means, no matter how small. helps determine the overall elimination rat~1of the one compartment

model. including drug elimination via sweat, lungs, etc. [Welling, p.140] In the multi-compartment model the

variable xmusually represents the concentration of the drug or metabolite in the ith compartment;

however, some define it as the mass of drug or metabolite. With linear models K is assumed to be a

constant matrix and is independent of drug concentration. [Welling, p.255]

The type of drug input influences this model. When a drug is administered by bolus injection it

is assumed that the entire dose of drug is 'instantly' in the blood stream and, therefore, is instantly in the

highly perfused central compartment. In this case, the ODE is
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x'(~ = Kx(~, x(O) = .Yo = D, (2)

with every element of 0 equal to 0 except one. That element 0 i is the initial dose, generally administered

to the central compartment, so generally i is the index for the central compartment: 1 in

Wagner(1975,1976).

With other methods of input, the initial concentration of drug changes as well as the general form
•

of the model. For example, if the method of input is infusion, the initial concentration of drug in all

compartments is zero and another function is introduced to describe the rate at which the drug is entering

the central compartment. The function, referred to by the mathematical term forcing function, is a function

of time or is a constant, or zero-order, input rate. This means the input rate is independent of the drug

concentration in the compartment and input will continue as long as drug is being made available to be

absorbed. The model in this case is

x'(~ = Kx(~ + g(~ (3)

with the initial condition X(O) = O. The function g(t) is the forcing function. In general, only one element

of g(t) is different from 0 since infusion is considered to happen only to one compartment.

Linear models assume pharmacokinetic parameters will not change with different doses, or

multiple doses of drug. [Shargel-Yu, p.253] Very few drugtare eliminated in ways that are truly first-order.

Only when the process of elimination does not involve energy is the elimination truly linear. According

to Welling this linear elimination applies only to drugs which enter the renal tubule by glomerular filtration

and are cleared from the body by urinary excretion. All other processes require some form of energy

consuming metabolism or transport and can become saturated leading to nonlinear elimination in some

degree. [Welling, p.256] Others would say that glomerular filtration involves energy. However, at therapeutic

levels, the pharmacokinetics of most drugs can be adequately described by linear processes. [Gibaldi, p.271]

Often the phrase 'apparent first-order elimination is observed' is used when referring to a drug modeled

as linear.
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2.2.2 Nonlinear Compartmental Models. With some drugs, large doses or prolonged medication means

a high concentration of drug in the blood or plasma When this happens the rate of drug elimination is

no longer proportional to the drug concentration. The elimination becomes saturated and the drug is said

to exhibit nonlinear pharmacokinetics.

Drugs behave nonlinearly when there is an upper limit to the enzyme, protein, or receptor that is

available for interaction with the drug in metabolizing, transporting, or binding processes. Drug

biotransformation, renal tubular secretion, and biliary secretion usually involve enzyme or carrier-mediated

systems which require energy and have a finite capacity. If one of these processes becomes saturated,

the concentration of drug has become the limiting factor in the elimination or binding process. This

condition is known as 'capacity limitation' which can only occur if the elimination process is nonlinear.

Drugs may also exhibit nonlinear pharmacokinetics due to a pathologic alteration in drug absorption,

distribution, or elimination. [Shargel-Yu, p.254]

In recent years there has been an increased awareness of how saturable processes influence

pharmacokinetics. Most drugs are cleared from the body by saturable processes, but seem to exhibit

first-order processes whenever the concentrations of drug in the blood or plasma are well below those

required to saturate the processes.

The equations which describe pharmacokinetics with nonlinear elimination are different from those

which describe linear elimination. For IV bolus input, the ordinary differential equation is

X/(f} = Kx(f} + ((x(f}) , x(O) = D. (4)

With drug input by infusion, the equation is

. x'(f} = Kx(f} + g(f} + ((x(f}). x(O) = O. (5)

The function f(x(t» is usually defined in some form of the Michaelis-Menten expression

- Axl-!}
f(xl-f}) = 8 + xl-f}' (6)

where i indexes the elimination compartment. For a large value of xm this function approaches A and
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elimination is zero-order. For a small value of xm, xm < < B, f(x~t» approaches (A/B)xm and elimination

is first-order.

2.3 Model-Independent Approaches. Pharmacokinetics has been traditionally linked with compartmental

model fitting: however, recent trends are away from compartmental modeling toward approaches based

purely on blood or plasma drug concentration levels. Research articles and texts use both terms 'model

independent' and 'noncompartmental' to refer to this approach.

Welling speaks of 'model-independent' pharmacokinetics when he describes parameters 'based

purely on a mathematical description of the blood or plasma profiles of drug or metabolite and calculation

of useful pharmacokinetic values without invoking a particular model'. He sees it as a less complex

approach because it seems to avoid some rate parameters between peripheral compartments that may

not be easily validated and may have little anatomical or physiological significance. [Welling, p.237]

Gibaldi speaks of 'noncompartmental methods' as methods based on an estimation of the area

under a plot of drug concentration versus time curve. The noncompartmental methods he refers to do

not assume a specific model and can be "applied to any compartmental model as long as 'linear

pharmacokinetics' can be assumed" [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.409t this linearity restriction clearly abrogates the

concept of model independence. In another article, written with Khoo and Brazzell [19851 Gibaldi uses the

term 'model independent' when referring to these same methods.

Veng-Pederson, in his work on systems theory, defines a model-independent pharmacokinetics

procedure as one which 'dOes not model the disposition processes, but instead is concerned with the

overall effect(s) of these processes'. [Yeng-Pederson, J. Pharm Bioph (1984)] Wagner uses 'model-independent'

when he refers to poly-exponential equations fitted to plasma drug concentration data and to any

parameters calculated from the coefficients of these equations. [Wagner, J. of Pharm Bioph (1976)] There seems

to be no standard definition for 'model-independent' or 'noncompartmental' and sometimes these terms

are used interchangeably by researchers.

Three different concepts of model-independent pharmacokinetics seem to dominate research
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papers. Many refer to the method of determining a polyexponential equation to describe the plasma drug

concentration-time curve and then using the coefficients and exponents of the equation to determine

necessary pharmacokinetic parameters as a model independent method for determining pharmacokinetic

parameters. Another method is referred to as 'statistical moment methods'. Gibaldi and Brazzell refer

to parameters obtained in this manner as model-independent, and at times as noncompartmental. The

third approach is the systems approach discussed by Veng-Pederson. In order to keep our discussion

of pharmacokinetic modeling in bounds we will discuss in more detail only the first two methods.

A model-independent approach is useful in situations where absorption and elimination rates and

clearances are required, but specific distribution characteristics are less important. [Welling, p.6] Wagner

theorizes that most of the time it is not possible to determine which specific model applies to a set of data

but only which class of model applies, such as a two-compartment model with linear elimination or a one

compartment model with Michaelis-Menten elimination. He further states that when linear

pharmacokinetics apply it is usually not necessary to determine which specific model applies. In these

cases model-independence is restricted to linear elimination. If elimination is nonlinear then it is necessary

to obtain at least a partial model to make accurate predictions. [Wagner, J of Pharm Bioph (1975) p.457] Many

research articles on model-independent methods restrict the models discussed to linear elimination.

2.3.1 Polyexponential Functions. Wagner claims that by fitting plasma drug concentration data, obtained

after bolus intravenous administration of a drug or during or after the termination of constant rate infusion

of a drug, to simple polyexponential functions and using the numerical values of the coefficients and

exponents, one can obtain many needed pharmacokinetic parameters and solve the same problems that

previously required more laborious procedures to find these individual microscopic rate constants for the

compartments of an assumed specific model. [Wagner, J of Pharm Bioph (1976) p. 404] My goal is test the validity

of this claim for a select parameter, clearance.

In this approach, in a linear pharmacokinetic system, plasma drug concentration following bolus

intravenous injection, C piV, is described by the following polyexponential equation.
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C/ = !JCIl-pl (7)

The next three forms of the above equation correspond to one, two, and three exponential terms

respectively. These correspond to a one-compartment model, a general class of two-compartment

models, and a general class of three-compartment models respectively.

• (8)

(9)

(10)

In these equations the Cj's (C1,C2C~ are the coefficients, the IJ.j'S (1J.1,1J.21J.~ are the exponents, and t

is time. Wagner in his writing uses A where we use IJ.. We reserve the A for eigenvalues (see the

Appendix). Also Wagner uses -A where we use A; therefore, -IJ. is used for the eigenvalues A. [Wagner, J

of Pharm Bioph(1976) p.444] The values of IJ. are dependent on the microscopic rate constants even though

the values of these may not be known. The coefficients, C is, are also dependent on the microscopic rate

constants and on initial conditions such as size of initial dose. For example, for the most general two-

compartment model (see Appendix) with bolus injection amount Do into compartment 1, the following

relationships hold.

1J.1 + 112 = -(A1 + A~ = 'G2 + ~1 + 'Go + ~ = K., + ~ (11)

111112 = A1 A2 = ~1'GO+'G2~+k10kzo = K.,~ - k12~
as long as one of 'Go • ~o > 0 (12)

- .
(13)

(14)

Do is the initial dose of the drug and V is the volume of drug in the central compartment. [Shargel-Yu, p.5S]
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In the Appendix it is proved, for the most general case, that in the two-compartment model,

provided elimination takes place at least from one compartment, both eigenvalues, A1 and A2 are < 0

and both coefficients,C 1 and C2 are positive. So in the expression represented by Equation 9, C l' C2

111' and 112 ar all positive. Similar statements hold for the most general 3-compartment model (see

Appendix).

Wagner refers to the method of polyexponential functions as a model-independent process.

However, in using this so called model-independent approach to determine parameters, he makes certain

assumptions and uses certain procedures which require a specific model. [Wagner, J of Pharm Bioph(1976) p,460]

Also, he does not determine the k ij 'so

1. The general model is assumed to be an 'n'-compartment mammillary model with linear

elimination only from the central compartment, unless there is strong evidence to the

contrary. This assumption almost completely specifies a particular model.

2. A nonlinear least-squares fit of each set of data is made to the general expression for CpiV.

3. Pharmacokinetics parameters are calculated directly from the coefficients and exponents of

the fitted polyexponential equation. [Wagner, J of Pharm Bioph (1976) p. 445]

The number of exponential terms needed to describe the plasma drug concentration-time curve

following either bolus intravenous injection or infusion determines the number of compartments for the

model. The set of all models with the same number of compartments is generally referred to as a class.

The distinction between models of the same class depends on how a drug enters the body, how a drug

is transferred between compartments and where it is eliminated. In Wagner's first assumption, he states

that the model is mammillary with linear elimination only from the central compartment. Now, the class

of two-compartment models has three different mammillary models; however, only one of these models

has elimination only from the central compartment. The class of three-compartment models, which has

seven different mammillary models, only has one case where elimination occurs only from the central

compartment. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p,48] Wagner mentions 13 different three-compartment mammillary models;

however, six of the models he describes are catenary models, not mammillary models. [Wagner, J of Pharm
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Bioph (1975) p. 459l Therefore, Wagner's first assumption is looking only at one specific model in each class

of models and it is not clear how can this be referred to as 'model-independent:

In general, compartments are referred to by number, usually compartment 1, compartment 2, etc.

k ij is the drug transfer rate between compartment i and compartment j, with ij designating the order of

transfer. For example, k 12 is the drug transfer rate from compartment 1 to compartment 2 and k21 is the

transfer rate from compartment 2 to compartment 1. This is the notation used in this paper with

compartment 1 referred to as the central compartment. These transfer rates are referred to as

microscopic rate constants. The value of these microscopic rate constants cannot usually be determined

by direct measurement since one cannot sample drug concentration in each compartment

individually. [Shargel-Yu, p.55]

One so-called model-independent parameter, one that some authors claim can be estimated

without recourse to compartmental models, is clearance. To understand clearance we will first look at

clearance for a well-perfused organ that is capable of elimination. Let Q(ml!min) represent the blood flow

through the organ, CA (\.1g!ml) is the drug concentration in the arterial blood coming into the organ, and

Cv is the drug concentration in the venous blood leaving the organ. If the organ metabolizes or, in the

case of the kidney, excretes the drug then Cv < C p:, The rate of drug elimination by the organ is

expressed as Q(C A - CJ. The ratio

(15)

is referred to as ER, the excretion ratio. Clearance for a specific organ then is defined as

(16)

[Gibaldi-Perrier, pp.319-320]

Total clearance of drug from the body almost always involves more than one organ. Gibaldi

defines total or systemic clearance as the sum of all individual organ clearances that contribute to overall
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drug elimination. While this definiton appears often in the literature it is open to doubt. Total clearance

implies the sum of all concentrations divided by the total volume. Only one of these organ clearances

can easily be determined, renal clearance; therefore, a different approach is required to estimate the

systemic or total clearance of most drugs. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p. 321]

The definition of systemic clearance that we shall use is analogous to Equation 16.

CI=~ (17)
C(~

where x' (t) is the overall elimination rate of drug and C is drug concentration in the blood or

plasma. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.321] Since the amount of drug in the blood is decreasing, x/(t) is negative, thus

the minus sign in the definition for clearance. Since x = CV the definition can be rewritten as

CI =~ = V--x'(~ (18)
~ X(~'

V

where x is the amount of drug in the blood, V is the volume of blood, and C is the concentration of drug

in the blood. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.321l

Gibaldi and Perrier, and others, claim that by integrating Equation 17 the following definition of

clearance emerges

(19)

However, since in general

. .

.-.
(20)

it is easy to see that Equations 17 and 19 are not compatible unless CIN is a constant, that is unless

x' (t)/x(t) is a constant that is unless x(t) has first-order kinetics. Of course, if CIN is constant, the

integration of
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-X'(f) =C~ (21)
V

between 0 and 00 yields

Xo = C'·fo"C(f)dt= C/ . AUC, (22)

which agrees with Equation 19.

If x(t) is not subject to first-order kinetics, we will show that for the general two-compartment model

(hence for Wagner's biexponential function) the value of xdfx(t)dt is at least in the middle of the range

of values assumed by x' (t)/x(t) as a function of time.

Thus let x(t) = Ae-at + Be-bt (A, B, a, b all positive). Then, x'(t) = _aAe-at..bBe-bt and

h(f) =~ = aAs-at + bBs-bt. (23)
.x(f) As-at + 8s-bt

We will prove that 1°) h(t) is monotone for 0 ~ t, and 2°) h(O) and h(oo) are on different sides of the value

of xdfx(t)dt.

1°) To show that h(t) is monotone, we look at h'(t).

d(- ~)
h'(f) = _---'.x(l.Lf) AB(b-a)2e(b-a)t

dt (As(b-a)t + 8)2
(24)

This derivative is always negative for t ~ o since each factor of the quotient is strictly positive.

2°) Now to confirm that

Xo A+B (25). .
-

fo".x(f)dt A 8
- +-
a b

. .
is between h(O) and h(oo).

h(0) = aA + bB. (26)
A+B'
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b if b<a
h(oo) = a if /1>a = min(a,b). (27)

By cross-multiplication and elementary algebra

h(O) = BA + bB > A + B > min(a,b) = h(oo) (28)
A + B A B

- +-
a b

which also agrees with the conclusion of the preceding point (1°): h'(t) < 0 for all values of t.

Now to show that there is a value of t > 0 such that

h(~ = BAa-at + bBa-bt

Aa-at + Ba-bt

Cross multiplication reduces the above inequality to

A+B
A B
- +-
a b

(29)

a - b a-at = a - b a-bt _ .! = a(a-b)t (30)
b a b

and

In(.!)
t = _b_ > 0, (31)

a-b

which quotient is indeed positive as long as a * b. A similar argument for the 3-compartmental model
,

is given in the appendix.

We are going to investigate Equation 18 with regard to several compartmental models to see

whether its value has the same interpretation regardless of the model. fx'(t)dt is equal to the total

amount of drug ultimately eliminated which, in the case of intravenous administration, is the dose D. The

term fCdt is the equivalent to the total area under the drug concentration curve, AUC. Therefore

DCI =-- =
AUC

(32)

This is the equation, CI = D/AUC, that Wagner describes in his paper as a model-independent method
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for calculating clearance. [Wagner,1976, pp.448.467} If this is a model-independent parameter, the value

calculated by this equation should be the same regardless of the model. The value of the expression

is of course the same function of the data as long as the function x(t) is not fitted by means of fitting some

model before integration. It will be shown that D/AUC is a very different function of the microscopic rate

coefficients for different compartmental models.

The final form of equation 32 is used to determine clearance from the central compartment of

several different compartmental models. The value

~o (33)

was calculated for each of these models and the results were compared. Several different linear

mammillary models, one non-mammillary model, and a one-compartment nonlinear model were used.

In all cases the central compartment is considered to be Compartment 1. The detailed calculations for

these models are included in the appendix of this paper. The values listed are the simplified value of

Equation 33. In the case of the simplest model, the one-compartment linear model, the result was k 10

which is the elimination rate of Compartment 1.

Next, clearance for the central compartment was calculated for the three possible two-

compartment linear models. If elimination occurred only from Compartment 1, the value of Equation 33

was again k 1(7 If elimination was from compartment 2 of this model the value obtained was

(34)

- .
where k 12 is the rate from Compartment 1 to Compartment 2, k 21 is the rate from Compartment 2 to

Compartment 1, and k 20 is the elimination rate from Compartment 2 to the outside. When a two-

compartment model with elimination from both compartments was examined, the result was
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(35)

Based on these results, the interpretation of Equation 32, defined as clearance, cannot be classified as

model independent; it clearly depends on where the elimination of the drug occurs.

This became more evident when some three-compartment linear mammillary models were

examined. If elimination occurred only from Compartment 1, the result again was k 1G With elimination

only from Compartment 2, the result was the same as for the two-compartment model,

(36)

With elimination from both Compartments 1 and 2, the result was also the same as it was for the two-

compartment model with elimination from Compartments 1 and 2. (See Equation 34). Clearance is not

completely model independent; its interpretation depends on where elimination occurs.

A one-compartment model with non-linear elimination was examined. In this case the value of

Equation 33 was

VVm
•

~Vk +
m 2

(37)

where V is the volume of the compartment, x 0 is the initial amount of drug, Vm is the maximum rate of the

process, and ~m is the Michaelis-Menten constant.

While Wagner refers to O/AUC as a model-independent method for determining clearance, he

does state that elimination should only be from the central compartment. This method then is not in a

true sense 'model independent', Wagner then states that if there is an exit rate constant, k 2G from

Compartment 2 as well as an exit rate constant of k 10 from Compartment 1, clearance is defined to be

V 1k 10 + Vt<ro This is not in agreement with the results obtained from using Equation 35. The only way

I could arrive at this expression was to treat each compartment, separately, as the central compartment,
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computing Equation 32 with a volume of V 1 (volume of Compartment I), x 10 > 0, and x20 = 0, and then

computing Equation 32 with a volume of V2 (volume of Compartment 2), x20 > 0, and x 10 = O. The two

clearances were then added together since, according to Gibaldi and Perrier, total clearance is the sum

of all clearances (see page 17).

Why use poly-exponential functions? The calculations in this method are much less onerous since

you do not have to solve for the rate constants from compartment to compartment. This method gives

a straight-forward method for determining parameters using only plasma or serum concentration-time

data. However, it is not truly model-independent since it is necessary for elimination to be linear and only

from the central compartment.

2.3.2 Statistical Moment Theory. The application of statistical moments to the study of pharmacokinetics

was reported in 1979 by Yamaoka et a/. [yamaoka, J Pharmacokinet Biopharm (1978) p.547] and Cutler [Cutler, J Pharm

Pharmac (1978) pA67] In 1980, Riegelman and Collier applied statistical moment theory to the evaluation of

drug concentration. [Riegelman, Collier, J Pharmacokinet Biopharm (1978) p.509] The theory is based on

characterizing the curve that gives the time course of plasma drug concentration as a statistical

distribution curve; although, it must be emphasized that a curve may be characterized by moments even

when that curve has nothing to do with any statistical distribution. Therefore the following defense of the

moment method, which is often found in the literature, is not really needed.

Drug transit through the body is a stochastic process. The movement of individual molecules

through a body compartment is governed by probability, since they will not all be metabolized or excreted

at the same time. Analysis of the distribution function can be made by the use of the method of moments.

Irrespective of the route of administration of the drug, the follOWing three parameters are defined:

(38)
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where AUC is the area under the plasma drug concentration curve, MRT is the mean residence time, and

VRT is the variance of the mean residence time of a drug in the body. In the literature AUC, MRT. and

VRT are termed the zero, first (normal), and second (central) moment, respectively, of the drug

concentration-time curve. Actually MRT is calculated using the first moment and VRT is calculated using

the second moment. The area under the curve of a plot of the product of plasma drug concentration and

time versus time from zero to infinity when used is often referred to as the area under the (first) moment

curve, AUMC. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.410] This is usually accompanied by an assumption that the theory applies

only in the case of a linear system and is therefore not model independent. Many pharmacokinetic

parameters are determined based on these three moments. Statistical moment theory was originally

defined for intravenous (instantaneous) input, but was generalized to noninstantaneous inputs by

Yamaoka et al. [yamaoka, J. Pharm Biopharm(1978) p.547]

In the past 10 years the role of statistical moment theory in pharmacokinetics has been expanded

and it has been an adjunct to conventional data handling although this approach is not without limitations.

The relative rapid growth seems to be a result of the straightforward nature of the calculations.

Since the clearance parameter, like many others, is based on plasma drug concentration data it

is important that sufficient data be collected and therefore these techniques require a very demanding

sampling schedule. Of course sampling techniques resulting in more and better data will make

estimations from any approach to pharmacokinetics more accurate. Large errors in estimating AUC and

AUMC may occur if the extrapolated segment of these profiles is a large portion of the overall AUC or

AUMC. Variability in these two parameters may lead to especially prominent errors in determination of
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other parameters. This was pointed out by Brazzell and Kaplan in their studies. [Brazzell-Kaplan, J Pharm Sci

(1983), p.713] Perrier and Mayersohn saw variability in apparent volume of distribution due to errors in

estimating areas used in statistical moment theory. [Perrier-Mayershon, J Pharm Sci (1982) p.372]

In some papers examining parameters determined by statistical moment theory, frequently two

assumptions are made: first, the drug exhibits first-order (linear) elimination and, second, the drug is

administered to and eliminated from only the sampling (central) compartment. This has generally been

the case when the first moment is used to determine the mean residence time of the drug (MRT). [Kasuya

et el., Bioph & Drug Disp (1987), p.223][Benet-Galeazzi, J Pharm Science (1979) p.1071] If these assumptions are needed

this method of determining parameters is not model-independent. Work has been done by Cheng and

Jusko and by Chow and Jusko on using the first moment to estimate mean residence time for drugs with

nonlinear elimination described by the Michaelis-Menten equation. [Chow-Jusko, Pharm Research (1987), p.

59][Cheng-Jusko, Pharm Research (1988), p. 156].

The clearance parameter is defined as the reciprocal of the zero moment of a plasma drug

concentration-time curve normalized for dose. In other words

DC/= -
AVC'

(41)

where D is the dosage. [Gibaldi-Perrier, p.411] Values of clearance using this definition have already been

calculated for various models using polyexponential functions.

One might question, as did Chanteqchanter, J Pharm Biopharm (1985) p.931 the notion that the plasma

drug concentration-time curve is a statistical distribution curve. In his work he implied that MRT as derived

using statistical moment techniques in pharmacokinetic studies bears little relation to the true mean

residence time of drug molecules in the body, unless plasma drug concentration-time profile of the drug

follows a single exponent curve (Le., a one compartmental model) and that the technique must be

modified to give correct estimates of true mean residence times. A small portion of the plasma drug

concentration curve where concentration changed slightly by an amount dC=C(t + dt) - Crt) was

considered. The quantity -dC indicates the amount of drug eliminated from the system between time t
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and t + dt. The true mean residence time will therefore be the weighted average value of t, with weights

proportional to dC.

Chanter suggests that one can continue to use statistical moment analysis but recognize that

what it produces is not the mean residence time but some other quantity which might or might not be

relevant to the analysis of the plasma drug concentration-time data. It might be more appropriate to use

a median rather than a mean for defining this "half-way" point. The median would be defined as the time

at which 50% of the total AUC has been achieved. [Chanter, J Pharm Biopharm (1985) p.93]

2.3.3 Systems Analysis. CutlenCutler, J Pharm Biopharm (1978) p.265} and Veng-Pedersen and

Gillespie, [Giliespie,Veng-Pedersen J.Pharm Biopharm (1984) (1985) (1987)] have used certain aspects of systems

analysis to determine needed pharmacokinetic parameters. Cutler did his work with linear systems

analysis to determine dissolution rates and absorption rates. Linear elimination was assumed based on

the belief that concentrations encountered would be such that saturation effects do not occur. Veng

Pedersen and Gillespie expanded the use of systems analysis to include nonlinear systems analysis.

This method is based on a decomposition of the drug disposition into an elimination function q(c)

and a distribution function h(t). The q function represents the net effect of all disposition processes which

work toward a reduction in the system drug level. The h function represents the net effect of all

disposition processes which slow down the rate of decline of the systemic drug level by returning drug

from the peripheral environment to the systemic circulation. Veng-Pedersen and Gillespie, in a series of

papers, set forth a set of theorems relating q and h to drug disposition. The disposition decomposition

they presented is of particular significance in three main areas of pharmacokinetics: (1) evaluation of drug

absorption, (2) drug level predictions including steady state predictions, and (3) elucidation of drug

disposition kinetics.

After obtaining suitable response approximations, the system approaches then make use of these

approximations and the identified system properties to calculate relevant pharmacokinetic relationships.

Cutlers work employed fundamental linear operations such as superposition, convolution, and
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deconvolution and disposition decomposition. [Cutler, J Pharm Biopharm (1978) p.265] These operations have

a solid kinetic foundation at the molecular level in terms of the approximately independent, stochastic

behavior of drug molecules in the body. The systems approach is suitable for summarizing the kinetics

without differentiating between the individual kinetic components (absorption, distribution, elimination, etc.)

and for making kinetic predictions. [Colburn, J Clin Pharmacol (1988) p.879]

Systems analysis represents a model independent alternative to pharmacokinetic analysis using

linear compartmental models, the recirculation models and some physiologic models. Veng-Pederson

noted that nonlinear forms of such models can be represented as long as the nonlinearity is due to a

central nonlinear elimination. Systems approaches view pharmacokinetics from an entirely different

perspective. The basic starting point is the identification of one or more general system properties. No

attempt is made to identify a pharmacokinetic model that specifically describes the individual kinetic

processes responsible for the system properties. Once the system properties are identified, the next step

becomes a response approximation problem. [Veng-Pederson, J. Clin Phamacol(1988) p.1] The response referred

to here might be the plasma drug concentration, urinary excretion data, or a pharmacological response.

Using simple empirical equations the responses underlying the observed date are approximated. Usually

the parameters of the empirical equations employed have so specific kinetic significance.

While the use of systems analysis is not as prevalent as statistical moment analysis or

polyexponential equations, I felt that it should be mentioned in a paper on model-independent methods.

It may offer the opportunity to deal with kinetic problems in a more general way than other approaches.

This approach tends to make use of fewer, more readily verifiable assumptions than other approaches.

The system approach focuses on analyzing a particular kinetic process. This opportunity exists when it
- .

is possible to accurately account mathematically for the net effect of confounding kinetic processes

0- without the need for a specific modeling of the individual components of these processes. However, one

must keep in mind the aim here is to determine the effect rather than a specific structure of the kinetics.

The mathematical relationships often appear quite simple but the computational procedures may be very

involved. [Colburn, J Clin Pharmacol (1988) p.879]
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APPENDIX

I. Let x(t) = Ae-at + Be-bt + Ce-ct (A, B, C, a, b, c all positive). Then, x'(t) = _aAe-at_bBe-bt_cCe-ct and

-xlft aAs-at + bBs-bt + eGs-ct
h(~ =~ = • (1)

x(~ As-at + Bs-bt + Cs-et

We will prove that 1°) h(t) is monotone for t ~ 0, and ~) h(O) and h(",,) are on different sides of the
values of xdfx(t)dt.

1°) To show that h(t) is monotone, we look at h'(t).

d(- ~)
h/(~ = __x(~~_ = _ AB(a-bts<-a-b)t+BC(c-b)2s<-b-Qtt+AC(c-a)2s<-a-Qt

dt (As-at + Bs-bt + Cs-ct,/

Th'd' , . t'l !1{]/at~i/e-f to' hf fth " 'I "IS envatlve IS s net y ueeFeasl~ or ~ since eac actor 0 e quotient IS stnct y positive.

2°) Now to confirm that

is between h(O) and h(",,).

A+8+C
ABC

- + - +-
abc

(3)

h(O) = aA + bB + eG. (4)
A+8+C •

b if b<a. b<c

h("") = a if a<b. a<c = min(a.b,~. (5)

c if c<a. c<b

By cross-multiplication and elementary algebra

h(0) = aA + bB + eG > AA + ~ + Cc > min(a.b.~ = h(oo)
A+B+C

- + - +-
abc

(6)

-- h(t) is a decreasing continuous function; so, for all t such that 0 < t < "", h(O) > h(t) > h(""). Then, there
exist a value of t. say ~, so that

A+8+C (7)h(f) =----
ABC
- + - +-
abc
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II. A general two-compartment model with linear elimination:

1
k12

2Central --- Peripheral
......-

Compartment k11
Compartment

l k10 I k20
T

[X;/(Q] =M. [X;(Q] (8)
~/(~ X2(~

M =[-I<; ~,] (9)
k12 -~

where

~ = 'G2 + 'Go
~=~+kzl

(10)

Input is by bolus injection into Compartment 1, so that, x1(0) = x10 > 0 and "2(0) = "20 = 0 and
elimination is from Compartment 1 at a rate k10 ~ 0 and from Compartment 2 at a rate k20 ~ O.

Next we determine the eigenvalues for the above equation.

(12)

(13)

(11)= 0
-~ - i.. ~

k12 -Kz - A

(-~ - A)(-X2 - A) - kz1'G2 = 0

i..2 + (~ + /Qi.. + (Kz~ - 'G2~1) = 0

Also note that

(i.. - i..1)(i.. - i..~=O

i..1'A2 = ~~ - 'G2kz1
A1 + A2 = -~ - ~

(14)
(15)
(16)

The eigenvectors v 1 and v2 are defined by, _ _
M·v i =A{V i
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-K1v lI + kztv2J = A,V 11

le.,2VlI - ~V2J = A,v21

let

(18)

(19)

(20)

I ,

" - (" ) /

/

j ,-,.

A matrix V of eigenvectors vl and v 2 is formed:

(21) \ I
k .; r' !

It..... !
. ~" (

<"1 • .•J
" 1\

. .

Now, define Yl0t Y20 by

(22)

Then,

Then the solution to Equation 8 is known to be

and the expanded solution of Xl' (t) is

!-, +
I "I

t
\~ .... ,. I

/ I J /3)
/

'.

Next, we need to show that the A'S (eigenvalues) are negative real numbers and that the coefficients in
Equation 26 are positive.

For the polynomial function P(A) (see Equation 13),

P(A) = A2 + (K1 + ~A + (~K1 - !c,21<21) (27)

P(O) = KzK1 - Ie., 2kz1 (28)

If elimination is from both compartments then
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When elimination is only from compartment 1 then

P(O) = 'GO~1 > 0 (30)

When elimination is only from compartment 2 then

In all cases

and

P(-oo) > 0 (33)

Assume K1 < IS (-K1 > -IS)· Since the sign of P(I..) changes between I.. = 0 and I.. = -Kl' there is one
negative real root (eigenvalue) between these two values. There is another sign change between A =
-~ and I.. = -00 indicating a second negative real root (eigenvalue). A similar argument would be true
if ~ < K1 (-IS> -K1), In deed, there is one root between -IS and 0 and another between -K1 and -00,

If 1..1 < -IS < 1..2 then IS + 1..1 < 0, IS + 1..2 > 0, and 1..1 - 1..2 < O. Therefore, both coefficients in
Equation 26 are positive. Similarly, if 1..2 < -IS < 1..1 both coefficients are positive.

Integrating Equation 26 gives

(34)

(36)

(35)

=

=

LO-X1(~ dt = -X,OU<2+1..1) + x'oU<2+I..:J
1..1(1..1-1..:J 1..2(1..1-1..2)

X10 -1..2(K2+A1) + A1(K2+A2)

(1..1-1..:J 1..11..2
X10 -1..2K2+1..1K2

(1..1-1..:J 1..11..2
x,oK2

=--
1..11..2

x10K2

-.
This implies the value of x1rJAUC.

'GO~+k10~1+~~2

kzo+~1
(37)

Now let's look at the individual cases of such a 2-compartment model.
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In the case of the 2-compartment model with linear elimination from both Compartment 1 and
Compartment 2:

X10 'G2 "'-0-- = 'Go + (38)
AVe ~1 + ~o

In the case of the 2-compartment model with linear elimination only from Compartment 1:

X10
AVe = 'Go· (39)

Next. in the case of the 2-compartment model with linear elimination only from Compartment 2:

X10-_. =
AVe

(40)

III. A general three-compartment model with linear elimination.

Compor llOcnl 2
Ccnlrol

Compollmcnl

J

Compo/lrnenl "3

X;(~ X1(~. .
~(~

. =M· "2(~ (41)

~(~ X3(~..

-I<., ~1 ~1

M= k12 -~ 0 (42)

!G3 0 -~
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where

Input is by bolus injection into compartment 1, so that, x1(0) = x10 > 0; ~(O) = ~o = 0; and x3(0) = x30
= O.

Next we determine the eigenvalues of the above equation.

-~ - }. ~

k'2 -K;. - A

k'3 0

(44)

and

The eigenvectors v l' v2' and v3 are defined by

v31 =0,

-~V1/ + k21 v21 + ka1 v3r A/V l1

k,2v11 - ~v2I = AjV2I

k,3vl1 -l<:Jv31= A jV31

k,2
~ + A/ l1

k,3
~ + A/ l1

(47)

(48)

(49)

let vll = {K;. + }. )(I<:J + A) (50)

Define the vector Yo by



(~+A1)(!<3+A1)

V = k12(K3+A1)

k13(J<;+ A1)

(~+A~(!<3+A~ (J<;+AJ(K3+AJ

k12(!<3+ AJ k12(!<3+ AJ

kdJ<;+AJ !G3(~+AJ

(51 )

7A

VYo = ~ = 0 (52)

o

Then

It follows after a significant amount of algebra that

(55)

".

The solution to Equation 41 is

and the expanded solution of x1(t) is

XlO(J<;+.t1)(K3+.t1) 1 t X10(J<;+.tJ(K3+.tJ 1-' X10U<2+.tJ(K3+.tJ .l.3t
X1(~ = 8' + 8 2" + 8 (57)

(.t1-.tJ(.t1-.tJ (.t2 -.t1)(.t2-.tJ (.t3-.tJ(.t3-A1)

Next we need to show that the .t's (eigenvalues) are negative real numbers and that the coefficients in
Equation 57 are positive.

For the polynomial function P(.t),

If elimination is from Compartment 1 and Compartment 2 (see Equation 43) then



SA

When elimination is only from Compartment 1,

When elimination is only from Compartment 2,

P(O) = 1G2kzo~ > 0 (62)

For other values of "',

P(-co) < 0 (65)

(63)

(64)

-.

If 1<:3 < ~ (-~ < -1<:3 < 0), then p(-K:J is negative and p(-~) is positive. This means there is one negative
real root (eigenvalue) ("'1) between'" = 0 and'" = -1<:3. Another negative real root, "'2' is between '"
= -1<:3 and", = -~, and a third negative real root, "'3' to the left of '" = -~.

If ~ < 1<:3 ( -!S < -~ < 0), then p(-~) is negative and p(-K:J is positive. This means there is one
negative real root (eigenvalue), "'1' between '" = 0 and '" = -~. Another negative real root, "'2' is
between -~ and -!S, and a third negative real root, "'3' is to the left of -!S. Therefore, in either case all
three eigenvalues are negative real numbers.

Thus, if "'3 < -~ < "'2 < -IS < "'1 < 0, then ~ + "'1 < 0, IS +"'1 < 0, "'1 - "'2 > 0, and "'1 -"'3 > O.
This means that the first coefficient of Equation 62 is positive. Also, ~ + "'2 > 0, IS + "'2 < 0, A2 - A1
< 0, and A2 - "'3 > O. Then the second coefficient is positiv~. ~ + A3 < 0, K3 +"'3 < 0, "'3 - "'2 < 0,
and A3 - A1 > 0 ,and the third coefficient is positive. Simila.rly. it can be shown that all three coefficients
are positive if A3 < -IS < A2 < -~<: "'1 < O.

Now, integrating Equation 57 gives

This implies the value of x101AUC.



X;o=-- =Ave (67)
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Now we will look at the individual cases of 3-compartment linear mammillary model with bolus injection
into the central component. Remember,

and

In the case of the 3-compartment model with linear elimination from both Compartment 1 and
Compartment 2.

(68)

-"

Which is exactly the same expression as in Equation 38 for the 2-compartment model.

Since the general case for the elimination from Compartment 1 and Compartment 2 is the same as for
2-compartment models it follows that the special cases for elimination from either Compartment 1 or
Compartment 2 must also be the same.

IV. A one-compartment model with bolus injection, such that x1(0) = Xo = 0, and nonlinear elimination.

x'(~ = _ Vm x(~ (69)

K +~
m V
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First, multiplying gives

(Km + ~) x'{~ = - VrA~ (70)
V

K +~
m V

x(~ = -( ) x'(~
Vm

(71)

Now the expression will be integrated with respect to t from t=O to t="". Remember that x(t), the amount
of drug, has the property x(O) = Xo and x(",,) = O.

(73)

Therefore;

!

(74)
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